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OBJECTIVE
• At the end of this presentation, participant’s will be able to:
• Guard/protect one self and others as much as possible from office
injuries and expensive mistakes ;

INTRODUCTION
• In a world where people are increasingly falling
victim to criminal activities, it is important for every
person to be security conscious. It is not enough to
pay people to provide your security; you also have a
role to play. Being security conscious will help you to
avoid situations that can expose you to danger.

WHAT IS SECURITY
• Security has its roots in theft protection. Today the field covers
everything from personal to national security, including financial crime,
information protection, burglary and espionage among others. Security
relates to those problems where people act deliberately to gain profit
or, for some reason, create harm. Consequently, financial business, the
trading sector and the national defence have the longest traditions of
security work (Kufås, 2002).
• Security is protection against intended incidents. Wanted incidents
happen due to a result of deliberate and planned act.

WHAT IS CONSIOUSNESS

• It can be defined as the state of being aware of and
responsive to one's surroundings.
• Consciousness is a state of one’s mind. One is conscious,
for instance of the need to do certain things so as to stay
alive, for example, to feed and have shelter.

WHO IS A MAGISTRATE
The word ‘magistrate’ has been derived from the Old. French word ‘MAGISTRAT,’ which means “CIVIL OFFICER IN CHARGE OF
ADMINISTRATING LAWS.” From Latin ‘MAGISTRATES’ which also means "A MAGISTRATE, PUBLIC FUNCTIONARY.”

Magistrate is a civil officer that has power to administer and enforce the law. He has limited judicial authority. ... The powers
exercised by a magistrate are more than an Administrative Official. Magistrates may preside over lower level criminal cases
and some civil matters. They may handle cases, such as, petty theft and small crimes etc.

WHAT IS SECURITY CONCIOUSNESS?

• It helps us to avoid situations that can expose one to danger.

WHY SHOULD A MAGISTRATE BE SECURITY CONCIOUS

It is important to remember that criminals are becoming more
cunning and dangerous and it is important for everyone to be careful.
There are several ways to improve your security consciousness
whether you are at home, work or in transit.

OFFICE SECURITYCONSIOUSNESS FOR A MAGISTRATE

Office security should be accessible 24-hours a day, seven days a week.
TYPICAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES:

Perhaps, the most comprehensive Document which outlines the “modus
operandi” of security management in the Public Service of the Federation
of Nigeria is the “Federal Republic of Nigeria Security Instruction”. This
document is confidential and its circulation is RESTRICTED to Officers who
NEED TO KNOW.
The Document deals with the following:
Personnel Safety:
Document Security
Security of Public Buildings

• Security of Classified Documents


The aim of document security is to ensure that classified papers are

•

seen only by authorized persons who have a real need to have

•

access to them for the proper performance of their duties.

 In other words, we make classified documents and information
•

available to individuals on “Need To Know Basis”.

 Hence, we make information available to individuals, who have real
•

need to know about it, for the effective performance of their duties.

• Security of Classified Documents (Cont’d)
This need to know basis is achieved by taking the following control
measures.
(i) Background Investigation
(ii) Classification of Official Documents

(iii)Control:
•
There are various measures usually put in place to control corporate
sensitive documents. The measures are:
•

(a) The circulation of classified documents should be strictly limited
to those who need them for the effective performance
of
their
duties.

•

(b) Number outgoing correspondence or shade the names/
designations of addressees with special markers.

•

(c) Shred all waste papers.

• (d) Electric typewriters with memory and computers should be checked and memory cleared.
•
Control of photocopying machines. This is easily used for illegal or unauthorized copying of classified
documents.
– (e) Taking of classified documents out of the office must be discouraged. To be allowed only when it is essential
to the conduct of official business
– (IV) Transmission of Classified Documents: This has to do with the movement of documents or files from one
office to another.

(V) Storage:

By storage, we mean the manner by which official documents are kept to discourage
damage, theft, pilferage or leakage.
•
Top Secret documents should be kept in safes, preferably fitted with combination locks. Such safes should be
secured to the floor except overweight and size becomes advantageous. Secret and confidential documents should
be kept in metal filing cabinets fitted with a metal bar covering all drawers and secured.

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS AND PROCEDURES IN A OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

To maximize your safety during a lockdown, please consider the
following recommendations:
If the threat is outside of buildings or in the neighborhood...
If in a courtroom or office, remain there and take shelter. If the door has
an internal lock, lock it. Those in common areas of the building should
immediately move into an office or other safe area if possible.
If in an administrative building, remain in or proceed to a room and take
shelter. If the door has an internal lock, lock it.
If in a residence hall, remain in or proceed to your room, lock door, and
take shelter. Those in common areas should attempt to move into a
room or other safe area if possible.
If you are outdoors , take shelter as best as possible location or proceed
off endangered environment.

• If the threat is from a person known or believed to be inside a building...
Consider the above recommendations
Additionally, turn ringers and other tones off on cellphones and turn off
lights.

• Remember: All exterior doors to buildings will be locked. Card access
will be shut off. Use your best judgment in determining the safest
course of action to protect yourself.
• When the emergency has been resolved and the lockdown is no longer
needed, the Security Office will send an AceAlert that the emergency
has ended and the "lockdown" has been terminated

• Fire
The Office of Safety and Security and Residence Life have established:
In the event of fire:
Pull the fire alarm to warn others.
Call security, if possible at hot line, and provide them with as much information
as possible.
Attempt to extinguish the fire ONLY if it is very small and you know how to do it
safely.
If the extinguisher does not put out the fire within a minute, leave immediately.
If not in immediate danger, remain at the scene to direct security officers or
firefighters to the fire.
Do not reenter the building until the proper authority has given the all clear.

SLIPS, TRIPS, AND FALLS

WATCH OUT FOR:
– WORN OR LOOSE CARPETS
– BROKEN STAIR TREAD EDGES
– CHIPPED FLOORBOARDS AND TILES
– WATCH WHERE YOU WALK!
– HIGH HEELS
– PICK UP OBJECTS THAT FALL – PENCILS, ETC.

STAIRS

– AVOID DISTRACTION ON STAIRS
– TAKE ONE STEP AT A TIME
– DON’T LOAD YOUR ARMS SO FULL OF MATERIALS THAT YOU CAN’T SEE
– KEEP ONE HAND ON THE HANDRAIL
– DON’T CONGREGATE ON STAIRS OR LANDINGS
– KEEP STAIRS WELL LIGHTED

SECURITY CONSIOUSNESS TIPS FOR A MAGISTRATE

The following tips will serve as guidelines on how magistrates can secure themselves;
1. Avoid being predictable
Most criminals are opportunists who look for the best opening to carry out their
activities. This means that they will study their potential victims to learn their habits so
that they can look for the best opportunity. If you are a creature of habit who insists on
doing the same things and following the same routine every day, you make a good target.
Randomness is a plus and you should identify consistent patterns in your life and try to
make some changes to make it difficult for any potential enemies.
2. Learn to keep some secrets
Be very careful who you share information with. Sharing your personal information with
strangers can open you up to danger. Be careful who you interact with and remember
that a casual conversation at a party can work against you. Many people have opened up
their businesses and homes to attack by talking to the wrong people. Talk less and make
sure that you only share confidential information with people you trust. Public places are
favorite haunts for criminals seeking useful information. Be careful when talking on the
phone in a public place and remember that the people around you can hear you!

SECURITY TIPS CONT’D
3. Keep good records It is very important to keep records, as this will make sure that you
always know when something is missing. Accountability will help to guard against theft
and other crimes. Most business owners fail to notice in-house theft for a long time
because they do not keep good records. Keeping track of your money will help you know
immediately when something is amiss. Take stock of your property and monitor your
inventory or stock. Remember that placing too much trust on others can backfire.
4. Avoid keeping late hours
Walking alone late in the night can attract unwanted attention. If you have to work late,
take a taxi to your door or get someone to accompany you. You should never walk alone
in strange or lonely neighborhoods. Be aware of your surroundings and learn how to
identify potential problems. You are more likely to be attacked when walking alone and
this should never be a habit.
Regardless of how security conscious you are, things happen. There are situations that
are beyond your control and you can find yourself facing different threats. Talk to a
security expert to learn more tips depending on your security needs. It also helps to have
insurance in order to minimize your losses.

Guess Who
Is
Responsible
For Your
Safety?

You are

Responsible

For your Own

SAFETY

Safety is A
Right
Not
A Privilege

FOR YOUR OWN BENEFIT………..
MAKE SURE THAT YOU RELAX ENOUGH

Symbolic Safety Signs

WATCH OUT
FOR UNSAFE
CONDITIONS

REPORT THEM

• DON’T DRINK ON DUTY

WHY IS THERE INSECURITY?

In other words, the strategy is to know why people of an organization commits certain
offences or betray their organizations/boss. Experience has shown that this can happen
because of a number of reasons which include:
 Lack of motivation;
 Lack of commitment to the job;
 Employee disgruntlement;
 Improper venting before employment;
 Lack of continuous monitoring on the job;
 “double standards” and injustice on part of management;
 Favouritism; and
 Love/sex and money
Another major reason why people lacks security consciousness is pure ignorance on what
security is all about. It is for this fact that the Federal Republic of Nigeria Security
Instructions (FRNSI) enjoins all public service organizations to have Departmental
Security Officers not below Grade Level 12. These Officers are to ensure the
implementation of the measures contained in the FRNSI and issue out written security
rules concerning their organizations/establishments.

CONCLUSION

Solution
to
security
problems
of
each
establishment/organization and even individuals should be
based on the peculiar problems confronting the
organization/individual(s). It may be in the area of physical
security, personnel or document security etc. But no
solution should forget to take the human factor into
consideration for human beings implement effective and
efficient security policies.
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